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P.O. in the News 
Palm oil and timber groups drop  

lawsuit against Indonesian  

environment law (read more…) 

 

Palm oil sector moves to save 

orangutans and put child rights into 

RSPO standards  (read more…) 

By Dominic Bates, The Guardian 

At a seminar hosted by the Guardian and 
supported by the Roundtable on  

Sustainable Palm Oil (RSPO. Both the 
smaller and multinational businesses  

represented on the panel, which was 
chaired by the Guardian’s Laura Paddison, 

agreed that while public engagement is 
still important, the responsibility for  

sourcing sustainable palm oil should fall 
on businesses, not consumers.  
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Get the Sustainable Palm Oil Shopping Guide App 

Visit cmzoo.org/palmoil to access this newsletter & more! 

Check out all the free  

resources available to use 

in our toolkit!  

CMZ’s Palm Oil Toolkit 

‘It’s up to us’: Why business 

needs to take a stand on palm oil 

Fiona Wheatley, sustainable development 
manager for Marks & Spencer – was in  

favor of taking the burden off shoppers. 

“There [shouldn’t] be a choice between 

sustainable and non-sustainable palm oil. 
Sustainability should be viewed in exactly 

the same way as food safety: a  
non-negotiable that is embedded into 

every strand of how we do business.”  

The real purchase power lies further up 
the chain. The companies are “far bigger 

consumers than the person trying to 
choose a jar of peanut butter”. 

To read the full article click here.  

http://www.eco-business.com/news/palm-oil-and-timber-groups-drop-lawsuit-against-indonesian-environment-law/
http://www.foodnavigator.com/Policy/Palm-oil-sector-moves-to-save-orangutans-and-put-child-rights-into-RSPO-standards
https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/palm-oil-shopping-guide/id671945416?mt=8
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.venturedna.palmoil
http://www.cmzoo.org/palmoil
http://www.cmzoo.org/index.php/palm-oil-tool-kit/
https://www.theguardian.com/sustainable-business/2017/jun/26/palm-oil-business-consumers-sustainability-indonesia-leuser-mondelez-marks-spencer-lush

